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how do i become a platinum advantage member? anyone who is a current residential customer of autodesk with the advanced account may purchase autodesk platinum advantage for a one-time payment of $995.00. for more information, visit https://account.autodesk.com/platinum-advantage-membership.html. the autodesk product
“autodesk inventor 2020 ” (autodesk inventor 7 in the eu) is a mechanical cad application that enables you to design various products and also perform engineering. it’s unparalleled feature set, powerful parametric, and engineering functionality makes it one of the most important tools in any mechanical engineer’s arsenal. they also offer a

free version of autodesk inventor 2020 that allows you to view and even export data from autodesk inventor or autodesk inventor view to geomagic dimension.this free version of“ autodesk inventor 2020 ” will work with other autodesk products and services. if you are not a student or educator, you can get limited use software from individuals
– autodesk home . individual autodesk customers may also opt to take advantage of the educational pricing option. individual accounts are eligible for upgrades to the full software at autodesk’s regular rates. surface design, surface modification, surface finish evaluation and surface repair are just some of the functions that you can use in this

tool to create, analyze and repair surfaces. this is a good tool for creating and maintaining the appearance of certain parts of your hardware, like your new car’s paint or parts of your mobile phone.this function is useful for analyzing surfaces with industrial, technical, and creative applications. still have questions submit a support request!
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designers can view all the inventor properties on the objects, such as color, transparency, thickness, style, size and more. inventor pro 2017 gives users the chance to get more production-
grade features such as creating unique engineering and architectural styles with the help of shapes, revolved shapes, 3d solids and more. the inventor product also includes advanced

capabilities like 3d printing, part nesting, texturing, optimization, and more. designers can get more assistance with the autodesk technology network, where like-minded people share design
ideas and get the support they need. designers can produce technical information and drawings more quickly and easily. autodesk 360 makes it easier to get the right answers. the new

autodesk 360, a subscription service for cloud-based services, includes an online inspector, machine translation and 3d data visualizations. the new autodesk 360 also provides a community of
more than 2.5 million autodesk-certified users, working on projects together. with autodesk 360, you can access the licensed product in your browser, plus get additional updates that

integrate autodesk design review, autodesk planar and autodesk navisworks. autodesk 360 includes dozens of free tools, including the popular autodesk design review, which enables you to
instantly get feedback on your designs in 3d. the user interface has been redesigned and provides a clearer, more natural experience. users will see large icons for the different areas of the
application, making it easier to find and utilize the tools and features of inventor. in the example above, the first panel is where you will find most of the tools and features of the application.

the second panel is where you will find the project file, workspace, and favorites. the last panel is where you will find the storage area. 5ec8ef588b
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